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ABSTRACT: In many image and video vision applications, Binary image processor is very important processing 

operation.  Binary image processor architecture contains input control logic, reconfigurable processing module, 

processor control unit and register group. The functional blocks of reconfigurable processing module, one is a binary 

compute unit which is mixed grained architecture, it provides high flexibility, efficiency, performances, less 

reconfigurable time and another is output control logic. This can perform basic binary morphological operations such 

as dilation, erosion, opening, closing.   This paper illustrates the binary mathematical morphology operation and 

algorithm for edge detection by applying image difference technique, which indicates that processor, is suitable for 

binary image processing specially for mathematical morphological operation. This processor can be efficiently 

implement and synthesis using Spartan 3. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Binary image processing system is very useful in many applications such as, motion detection, edge detection, object 

recognitions, shape recognitions, computer application, image analysis etc.  Many researchers have been interested in 

vision a chip which provides properties such as compact size, high speed and low power consumption for performing 

parallel image processing.  In today’s life binary image processing system has been implemented using processor such 

as CPU or DSP but these processors are inefficient and difficult for complex mathematical operation or algorithm of 

binary image processing. Therefore to achieve high speed implementation of binary image processing operations, 

reconfigurable chips are used for binary image processing. In various image processing application, application- 

specific-chip (ASIP) and hardware have been proposed. This conventional chip with high resolution cellular logic 

processing array was developed to verify and enhanced fingerprint images. 

 

ASIP provides more performance because they are optimized for a particular application and required instructions for a 

particular application can build on chip but it does not provide good flexibility. 

 

A programmable single instruction multiple data (SIMD) vision chips removed the drawbacks of early general-purpose 

vision chip. This SIMD chip was presented for improving the parallel processing performances and real time 

applications. Many chips such as ASIP chip which has limited range and general purpose chips have its own problems, 

all these chips made of an analog circuit or digital circuit or both, when comprised these two parts which shows less 

accuracy, scalability and robustness.   

   

Thus, a reconfigurable chip can be design with high performance, small size, and wide range application, which 

perform morphological operation. The processor chip used for wide application range which is compatible for binary 

image processing like motion detections, object tracking. Motion detections plays an important role in any surveillance 

system, it uses image differencing technique. All complicated binary algorithm and morphological operations can be 

easily implement on reconfigurable processor chip. In this paper using FPGA as a reconfigurable processor. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow; the section II describes literature survey in short. Section III illustrates the 

reconfigurable processing operations. Section IV describes morphological operation.  
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II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Many researchers have been implemented binary image processing on different types of processor such as DSP, CPU 

these processors are inefficient and difficult for complex mathematical operation or algorithm of binary Image 

processing [1,2,3].However for high speed implementation of binary image processing a application specific  chip is 

realized. This chip is only used for a particular application. One application is to verify   fingerprint images by 

implanting cellular-logic processing array [4], another application of a specific chip is motions detection using ModPod 

algorithm for simple operations [5]. The disadvantage of application specific chip is less flexibility. Due to the lacks of 

problems, these chips are made of analog circuit, and some are made of  an analog part or digital part[6,7], while 

implementing analog part that result shows low robustness, accuracy, small area and low power consumptions. The 

general purpose processor chips have digital processor array architecture, in which each processor handles only one 

pixel. If large sized images are used, the chip becomes larger. Therefore to designs a chip with high speed, high 

performance, small size, A reconfigurable processor is presenting for binary image processing using morphological 

operations [8]  

 

III. RECONFIGURABLR PROCESSING OPERATONS 

 
As per pervious studied there various methods for binary image processing, this paper present one method for image 

processing using FPGA as reconfigurable processor. Reconfigurable processor is a microprocessor which has erasable 

hardware that can rewire itself dynamically. A processor which has erasable hardware such type of processor is called 

reconfigurable processor, due to this approach this processor is chooses for binary image processing.  

 

The binary image processor architecture contains input control logic, reconfigurable processing module, processor 

control unit and register group. The functional blocks of reconfigurable processing module, one is a binary compute 

unit which is mixed grained architecture, which provides high performances, less time and another is output control 

logic. The core processor also has two bus interfaces, process control unit and register group.  

 

The structure of reconfigurable binary processing module has been classified into two parts. These two parts of basic 

binary operations, first is output control logic which is used for selecting particular output from all binary compute unit 

outputs as per the input parameter and it also converts series binary images data into parallel data.  Another part of 

processing module is binary compute unit which has mixed grained architecture that provides high flexibility, 

efficiency. Binary compute unit can easily solve the binary logic and binary image operations at very high speedily. In 

structure of binary compute unit, binary logic element plays important role which performs all logic gate operations 

like AND, OR NOT, NAND, NOR, XOR, XNOR. Structure of Binary compute unit has coarse grained architecture.  

 

Input and Output control logic units are the blocks reconfigurable processing. In different image processing 

synchronizations is difficult task, due to this in reconfigurable processing input control logic is used for providing 

synchronizations between pixels in different images. Synchronizations is important before giving the input to the 

reconfigurable processing module. Output control logic unit is used to writes data parallel images into SDRAM. This 

unit writes data from reconfigurable processing module.  

 

Process control unit is one of the main blocks of reconfigurable processing architecture. It is used for controlling the 

operation process of processing module, during the data access it also controls input and output control logic units, bus 

interfaces.  

IV. MARPHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS 

 
Binary morphological operation is one of the useful techniques used for binary-image analysis in computer vision. This 

type of binary image analysis is based upon binary Boolean operations like addition, subtraction and energetic set of 

system called mathematical morphology. The concept of mathematical morphology was coming from algebra and 

geometry. 

The morphological concept is first started from the work of Matheron and sirra. Morphological concept was mostly 

used in binary image processing applications like motion detection, image feature extraction. Several binary image 
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processing  applications uses morphological operations and algorithms, motion detection, image feature extraction, 

such type techniques’ are mostly used for wide range of applications in image processing and analysis.  Mathematical 

morphology has two basic methods, which are dilation and erosion. This technique is used to despites set mathematical 

theoretic operations, like union, interaction by morphological operations.  Dilation and erosion operation has two 

operands: first one is an image which is input signal and structuring element which represents image shape, size, and 

central location. Second operand of morphological operation like opening, closing. Hit-and-miss operation is one of the 

basic morphological operations; it is used for enhancing images by using basic operations, dilation and erosion.  

Erosion – Suppose that X is the set of Euclidean coordinates corresponding to the input binary image and K is the set of 

coordinates for the structuring element. The erosion is defined by, 

     𝑋  ʘ 𝐾 =   𝑥  [ (𝐾)𝑥 ⊆ 𝑋 }                                                                                                                                            1                                       

Where, Kx  describes the translation of K so that its origin is at x and then the erosion of X by K is the set of all points x 

such that Kx  is a subset of X. Erosion operation is used to remove salt noise in image. Erosion operation is mainly used 

for edge detection of an image and then subtracting it away from the original image , hence it highlights only those 

pixels  at the edge of object that were removed by the erosion.  

Dilation - Suppose that X is the set of Euclidean coordinates corresponding to the input binary image and K is the set of 

coordinates for the structuring element. The dilation is defined by, 

     𝑋 ⊕ 𝐾 =   𝑥  [ (𝐾^)𝑥  ∩  𝑋 }                                                                                                                                        2                                       

Where, Kx  describes the translation of K so that its origin is at x and then the dilation of X by K is the set of all points x 

such that the interaction of  Kx  with X is non-empty. Dilation operation is the dual of erosion. Dilation operation 

method  is also used for edge detection by taking dilation of an image and then subtracting the original image , hence it 

highlights only those pixels  at the edge of object that were added by the dilation. The hit-and-miss operation denoted 

by  

 

       X     K = (X ʘ K1) ∩ (Xc  ʘ K2)                                                                                                                                      

3    

The noise filtering and bounty extraction both are simple binary morphological algorithms The noise filtering is defined 

by, 

         𝑋 ʘ 𝐾 ⊕ 𝐾 ⊕ 𝐾   ʘ 𝐾 =  𝑋 ᴏ 𝐾 • 𝐾                                                                                                                4 

Opening – an opening binary morphological operation is defined as the an erosion followed by dilation using the same 

structuring element for both operations. Therefore, it requires two input, an image which is to be opened and structure 

element. Opening operation can be defined by,  

        𝑋 ᴏ 𝐾 =  𝑋 ʘ 𝐾  ⊕ 𝐾                                                                                                                                                      
5                   

Closing –The reverse operation of opening is nothing but the closing operation. It is defined simply as dilation followed 

by erosion using the same element for both operations, therefore it requires two inputs: an image to be closed and a 

structure element. This can be defined by, 

        𝑋 • 𝐾 =  𝑋 ⊕ 𝐾 ʘ 𝐾                                                                                                                                                 6 

Median filtering – In binary image processing there are several methods for removing noise such as salt and paper 

noise from images. Median filtering is effectively used in binary image processing, this filter works by removing 

through the image pixel by pixel, replacing one by one value with the median value of neighboring pixels.   

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The binary reconfigurable processing architecture uses dynamics reconfiguration which increases performance of 

processor. The basic methods of mathematical morphological operation and algorithm can easily implement on field 

programmable gate array (FPGA). Thus using morphological operation like dilation, erosion, median filtering, it is 

simple and easy to implement edge detection morphological application on hardware Spartan 3. 
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